
Chrome Device Agreement 2022-2023

Holy Family Catholic School is a one to one chrome device school, meaning that each student has been assigned their
own chromebook or chrome tablet to be utilized during school hours as directed by the teacher in support of academic
support and enrichment. These devices are accessed using students’ assigned google accounts. In order to use a school
chrome device, each student must complete and sign this agreement and return to their homeroom teacher. The
Technology Coordinator will keep these agreements on �le for the school year. A copy of this agreement is included in
the HFCS Student-Family Handbook for your reference too.

As a student at Holy Family Catholic School, I agree to follow this Chrome Device Code of Ethics:

1. I recognize that having access to a chrome device is a privilege, not a right, as a student at Holy Family Catholic
School. Therefore, I will only use the chrome device as directed by my teachers for academic purposes.

2. I understand that I am responsible for the chrome device assigned to me, and any damage to the hardware or
software will be my fault until determined otherwise. My family will be charged up to $300 for the
replacement or repair of my chrome device. Therefore, I will:

a. ensure that I have clean hands and a clean workspace before using my chrome device.
b. keep my work area clean and free of food and liquids while using my chrome device.
c. carry my chrome device with two hands; watching where I walk.
d. always leave my chrome device on my desk (or in my backpack or desk as a middle school student)

unless it is in the chromecart.
e. keep my chrome device to myself; not sharing it with others nor using others’ devices.
f. always ensure my chrome device is charging in its assigned location in the chromecart each afternoon

before leaving school.

3. I understand that vandalism or intentional modi�cation of system settings will result in cancellation of
privileges and/or disciplinary action.

a. I will only add, download, or delete programs, extensions, or software onto my chrome device with
teacher permission.

b. I will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to system programs for the chrome device nor will I
attempt to override supervision systems meant to keep me safe, such as Go Guardian and other
classroom controls.

c. I will not modify my google account or change my password.

4. I will only visit approved websites and search school appropriate material during research time. I understand
that accessing social media accounts is never an option during the school day or study hall. If I accidentally
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come across something inappropriate, I will alert my teacher immediately, and not show my screen to other
students.

5. I will honor my school’s procedures for the storage of information. I realize that after prior notice has been
given to me, �les may be deleted from the system to protect the integrity of the network or because of space
limitations on the chrome device’s hard drive.

6. I will not use the chrome device to disturb or harass other students. I will only use school appropriate
language in my communications. I will only use pictures of students or sta� in my work with their permission.

7. I recognize that the work of all users is valuable. Therefore I will not ask for or attempt to discover their
password.  I will honor their work by only reading, editing, and/or sharing their work with permission.

8. I understand that I will not be allowed to bring software applications, or games from home to be used on
school equipment without proof of licensure and prior approval of the Technology Coordinator and/or my
teacher.

9. As a user of a network, I will not use bulletin boards nor chat lines for personal use. In addition, I will not
reveal my personal information, home address, or personal phone number or those of students, teachers, or
other sta� members. Transmission of any material in violation of any U.S. or state regulation is prohibited.
This includes, but is not limited to: copyrighted material, threatening or obscene material, or material
protected by trade secret. The use of school chrome devices and networking resources for commercial
activities is not permitted.  Their use for product advertisement or political lobbying is also prohibited.

Violations of the code of ethics described above will be dealt with seriously, and inappropriate use will result
in the suspension or cancellation of chrome device privileges and other disciplinary action. Students
without chrome device privileges may receive alternate assignments while their classmates complete work on
chrome devices.

I  have reviewed the HFCS Chrome Device Agreement with my parent(s) and understand the
expectations set forth in this code of ethics.

STUDENT NAME: ____________________________________                   GRADE: _________

STUDENT SIGNATURE: ______________________________                      DATE: ___________

PARENT SIGNATURE: ______________________________                         DATE: ___________

A NOTE FOR PARENTS AND GUARDIANS

Students at HFCS will be using chrome devices only in supervised classroom settings after specific instruction and regular review of this

code of ethics. Please review this chrome device agreement with your child and ensure the expectations are understood.
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